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ABSTRACT
The behavior of tribological systems with hybrid lubrication using solid lubricants on graphite basis and/or liquid lubricant can be optimized. This can be achieved by a detailed knowledge of the transfer mechanisms induced by the tribological stress and consequential material and surface design adaptations.
Our first approach is a finite element model containing a representative model of the real asperity geometry and distribution. With this model we can estimate the temperature and pressure distribution in the contact zone.
The model is based on an assembly of volumes which limit the surfaces taking part in heat exchange and load transfer. Each surface has a set of equations for heat exchange and mechanical loading in the contact. Similarly, transport mechanisms concerning the liquid lubricant, solid lubricant particles and the dissemination of wear particles are considered.
INTRODUCTION
Due to a high demand for compact design, tribologically stressed elements (for instance guidances) are expected to work in boundary lubrication regime, where surface materials and asperities may be subjected to significant heating across the contact interface, leading to asperity deformation and thermal distortion. For the characterization of tribological contacts simulation of rough surfaces is indispensable. The calculation model should consider thermal, mechanical and also chemical changes of contact surface significant for different phases: from the unworn tribosystem element, via the running-in phase, up to steady-state conditions. 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS MODELLING
The description of the surface structure is based on statistical methods and the power spectral density function which characterizes the intensity of change of the asperity heights as a function to the roughness frequency. The power spectral density function was used as main criterion for estimating power characteristic of surface. A fractal approach for simulation of rough surfaces structure ( fig. 1) 12-16, 2005, Washington, D.C., USA 
WTC2005-63540
and simulation of surfaces of different size with equivalent values of power spectral density function by means of Ganti and Bhushan model (eq. 1).
The quadric of Power spectral density function was considered as value, which is proportional to the power costs during destruction of micro-relief in the friction process. 
APPLICATION TO FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS
The possibility of using one ideally smooth and one rough surface in the contact instead of two rough surfaces is considered. The effective mechanical parameters and parameters of roughness for this case of contact were used. Real contact pressure, relative convergence of surfaces, coefficient of friction, normal contact load and relation between nominal and real contact areas (A a /A r ) were defined by means of the analysis of Abbot curve of investigating profiles.
As result of the surface analysis and the definition of contact parameters we obtained a model of the sliding contact in different loading modes ( fig. 2) . The contact temperature was defined for the contact of a rough with a smooth surface with plastic material deformation by means of the Bhushan model (eq. 3).
With this FE model a series of computations of the stress and temperature distribution on the friction surface are presented ( fig. 3) . Basic criteria for the generation of wear are introduced under the conditions of relative movement, which leads to changes of pressure distribution, mass distribution (of the lubricant) and wear particle displacement during sliding. Parameter studies considering different boundary resp. working conditions are presented.
a)
b) c) OUTLOOK Those calculations will contribute to the optimization of the technological processes for machining of the mating surfaces and as well the lubricant distribution in the frictional interface.
